Dear Licensee:
Attached below is your license for the production of Biologics. Your license is void after the expiration date below.

NOTE: Application for renewal of license must be filed with the department not less than 10 days prior to its expiration date and shall be accompanied by the annual renewal fee. Failure to make a timely renewal shall result in expiration of the license.

SAN DIEGO BLOOD BANK
3636 GATEWAY CTR AVE. STE#100
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102

OFFSITE COLLECTION:
SCRIPPS MERCY SAN DIEGO — SAN DIEGO, CA
SCRIPPS MEMORIAL LA JOLLA — LA JOLLA, CA
ROSEVILLE MEDICAL CTR — ROSEVILLE, CA
IRVINE BUSINESS DISTRICT DONOR CTR — IRVINE, CA
CHULA VISTA DONOR CENTER — CHULA VISTA, CA

SAN DIEGO BLOOD BANK - N.COASTAL DONOR - VISTA, CA
SAN DIEGO BLOOD BANK - CARMEL VALLEY CTR - SAN DIEGO
SAN DIEGO BLOOD BANK - NORTH COUNTY - ESCONDIDO, CA
SAN DIEGO BLOOD BANK - SABRE SPRINGS - SAN DIEGO, CA
SAN DIEGO BLOOD BANK - EAST CO. DONOR CTR - EL CAJON
LIBERTY STATION DONOR CTR - SAN DIEGO, CA

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH
LICENSE FOR THE PRODUCTION OF BIOLOGICS
In accordance with Division 2, Chapter 4 of the Health and Safety Code, the entity named below is hereby licensed to engage in the production of human whole blood or blood components at the indicated address and its blood collection centers and/or mobile units.

SAN DIEGO BLOOD BANK
3636 GATEWAY CTR AVE. STE#100
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102

OWNER(S):
SAN DIEGO BLOOD BANK

BLOOD BANK ID NUMBER
9096

MEDICAL DIRECTOR(S):
MARK EDMUNDS, MD

EXPIRATION DATE
November 8, 2023

ISSUANCE DATE
November 9, 2022

PRODUCTS

WHOLE BLOOD
RED BLOOD CELLS
RED BLOOD CELLS, LEUKOCYTE REDUCED
RED BLOOD CELLS, WASHED
RED BLOOD CELLS, FROZEN
RED BLOOD CELLS, REJUVENATED, FROZEN
RBCs – DEGLYCEROLIZED
HPC-C-PUBLIC
[FOR HEMATOPOIETIC RECONSTITUTION USE ONLY]

GRANULOCYTES PHERESIS
CRYOPRECIPITATED AHF – POOLED
FRESH FROZEN PLASMA
PLASMA FROZEN WITHIN 24 HRS AFTER PHLEBOTOMY
IRRADIATED BLOOD COMPONENTS
RBCs – PHERESIS – LR
PLATELETS PHERESIS – LR
IRRADIATED PLATELETS, PHERESIS – LR
IRRADIATED RBCs LR

PLASMA CRYOPRECIPITATED REDUCED
PLATELETS PHERESIS
PLATELETS PHERESIS – LR
PLATELETS PHERESIS WASHED
CONVALESCENT PLASMA COVID-19 ( CCP PLASMA )
LIQUID PLASMA
RECOVERED PLASMA
PLATELETS EXTENDED DATING
CONVALESCENT PLASMA COVID-19 ( CCP PLASMA )

Robert J. Thomas
Branch Chief, Laboratory Field Services